Not Just Another Webinar:

Innovation in professional development

Daniel Foster
Melanie Miller Foster

Penn State University
Global Learning in Agriculture (GLAG)

- #GLAG14: face-to-face
- How to continue the momentum?
#GLAG16

- Moved to online environment
- Time, scheduling
- Financial resources
FOUR Lessons

1. Preparation
2. Communication
3. Keep It Real
4. Engage Expertise
Lesson 1: Preparation

ARE YOU READY?
28 different layouts!
Lesson 2: Communication
Multiple ways to engage
Ain’t no party like an after party.
Lesson 3: Keep it real
GLOBAL LEARNING IN AGRICULTURE CONFERENCE
January 8, 2016
1pm - 5pm EST

After Party to Follow

Hosted by
Penn State Global Health Initiative

PSU Global Learning in Agriculture Conference

I love PSU
College of Agricultural Sciences

QLAG 2015
CONFERENCE PARTICIPANT

CORN-SOYBEANS
Weed Control Failures

Sweet Progress
Global Technology in Agriculture Conference
Lesson 4: Engage Experts
No Mo' FOMO!
Emily Brown @erc.brown · Jan 8
Multiple notebooks on the go - want to apply #GLAG16 lessons to @4HCanada #GoingGlobal programs! #dontmissanything!
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